The Crying Child’s Tormented Calling
of the Perfect, Destroyer, Qualified, Gone Beyond, Exalted Mother Tara

May the Guru understand, Arya Tareya!

Self-appearing action of all the victorious ones,
Mother of the victorious ones, quick liberator, heroine:
Persuaded by the strong longing from our hearts,
Without separation, please guide us with compassion.

Wherever anyone is in danger,
Quickly guide them with compassion.
Persuaded by the strong longing from our hearts,
Without separation, please guide us with compassion.

From all outer and inner poverty,
Accept to quickly liberate.
Persuaded by the strong longing from our hearts,
Without separation, please guide us with compassion.

All the success desired for anything,
Action granting the wishes,
Persuaded by the strong longing from our hearts,
Without separation, please guide us with compassion.

For the duration of this life, the next life and the intermediate state,
Be the guide of everyone.
Persuaded by the strong longing from our hearts,
Without separation, please guide us with compassion.

With compassion, please bless us
To direct our mind toward holy Dharma.

With compassion, please bless us
To pacify outer and inner opposing conditions.

With compassion, please bless us
To succeed in obtaining the necessary conditions as wished.

With compassion, please bless us
To establish the banner of attainment.

With compassion, please bless us
To train in renunciation and bodhichitta.

With compassion, please bless us
To realize ultimate nature without hallucination.
With compassion, please bless us
To actually meet your pleased face.

With compassion, please bless us
To be nurtured by the melodious nectar of your holy speech.

With compassion, please bless us
To increase experience of the two stages.

In short, other than you,
There is no object of reliance for anything.

Like a mother who loves her only son,
Without separation, please guide us with compassion.

May the Guru understand!
May the Guru understand!
May the Guru understand!

Colophon: This was written by the guru of the transmigratory beings of the three realms, the glorious, pure, perfect, Pabongka, inseparable from the supreme founder, the possessor of might, Vajradhara.

Even a small part of this blessed Tormented Calling cannot be compared to wish-granting jewels equaling the number of sand grains of the River Ganga. This extraordinary exalted heart jewel was copied from handwritten notes of the holy speech of the glorious, pure Thakpu Dorje Chang Pema Vajra.